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Let t = r(x) be a C* function on R, Sz the region {(x, t): t)T(x)}. It is 
well known [3] that Q is Dirichlet regular for the heat equation. For a 
Bore1 set E E 852, denote by d’(E) the parabolic measure of E with respect 
to 52 at a point P E 52, i.e., the bounded solution of the heat equation in Sz 
with boundary value xE in the Brelot-Perron-Wiener sense. We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. On X& sets of parabolic measure zero with respect to every 
point in 52 are exactly those of length zero. 
When T is of class C”, 1 <a < 2, there can be sets on aQ of positive 
length but zero parabolic capacity; implications in the reverse direction are 
unknown (see [2,6]). 
We shall also solve the Dirichlet problem for the heat equation in 52 with 
L, (1 <p < cc) boundary data when lz”l is sulficiently small. 
Assume that 17”1 <A < + co. Given B, > 8, > A/2, f(x) is the one-sided 
parabolic cone defined by 
f(x) = L,,&) = {(Y, $1: s - z(x) > B,(Y - x12>, if z’(x) = 0; 
{( y, s): y < x and B2( y - x)~ > s - z(x) > B,( y - x)‘}, 
if r’(x) > 0; 
{(y,s):y>xandB2(y-x)Z>s-~(x)>B,(y-x)2}, 
if r’(x) < 0. 
It is easy to see that f(x) ESZ for each x. Given u on 52, we define the 
nontangential maximal function of u corresponding to B, , B,, 
N B,,B2~(X)=SUP(I~(Y,s)l: (Y,s)EnX)); 
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and the limit at x along f(x), 
&f2(x) = (,ff& 4Y9 s)* 
(y.s)- (X,7(X)) 
15 
The nontangentiul limit at (x, T(X)), u*(x) is 
provided that it exists for all B, and B2. 
Let 
1 
t-~(Y)-t’(Y)(x-Y)e- 
Nx, c Y9 T(Y)) = JG (t-z(y))3’* 
I 0, \ 
the common value z&+(x) 
(X-Y)2/4(~-r(Y)) 3 t ’ T(Y), 
t < z(y). 
(O-1  
When z(x) =mx, K(x, t; y, my) dy is the parabolic measure on the line 
t = mx with respect o the region {t > mx}; see Theorem 6 in [2]. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 2. LetsupJ~“l~A<+cO,fEL,(l~pcoO), and 
4x7 t) = i, ax, c YY T(Y))f(Y) dY, for (x, t)EQ. (O-2) 
Then u(x, t) is a solution of the heat equation in Sz, such that at almost every 
boundary point (x,,, z(x,)), the nontangential limit u*(x,,, z(x,,)) exists and 
u*bo> dxo)) =fW +jR Wo, I; Y, t(~))f(y) 4. 
Moreover, given B, > B, > A/2, the nontangential maximal 
Nu = NB,,B~ u satisfies the following, 
IIN4, G C(P, -4 4, B,) Ilfllp, when 1 <p< co; 
for every a > 0, 
I{~:~~(~)~~}19~~~,~~,~2~~Ilfll~, when p= 1. 
function 
THEOREM 3. For each p, 1 <p < DC), there exists A, > 0 so that if A < A, 
and g E L,, then there exists a solution u of the heat equation in 52 such that 
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at almost every point on X2, u* exists and equals g. In fact, u is given by the 
integral (0.2), where f is the solution of the integral equation 
The restriction on the size of A is used only in solving the integral 
equation. 
Remark. On the set {x: r’(x) = 0} we have T” = 0 off a countable set, 
since r is C2. If r’ is only absolutely continuous then r” = 0 a.e. on (r’ = O}. 
All of the results in this paper remain valid when t’ is absolutely 
continuous and Ir”l < A < + co a.e. 
1. PRWF OF THEOREM 1 
Because parabolic measure 0 is a local property, we may assume that 
A -sup I?‘[ < + co. Denote by Z= {(x, t(x)): r’(x) =O}, and let cr be the 
arc length measure on 852. 
It suffices to show that if E c Z and c/(E) = 0 for every P E 0, then 
a(E) = 0. Other parts of the theorem have been proved in Theorems 7, 9, 
and 10 in [a]. 
Suppose that E is a closed subset of Z of positive length, and assume, 
after a translation, that (0,O) is a point of density of E. Fix I> 0, and let 
where {I:}, are mutually disjoint open intervals. Thus I-’ c, I1jl -+ 0 as 
I+ 0. 
At least one of the endpoints of ‘, is in Z, therefore Zj is contained in a 
rectangle of the form {lx-al <I1,[, It-b1 <A 11$2/2}. It follows from 
Lemma 8 in [2] that 
fdo3’oA’2yz;) < c Iz;l/r 
for some absolute constant C. Therefore 
lim c~(~*‘~~‘~)(( -1, I)\E) =O. 
1-O 
On the other hand, it is apparent after a scale change that 
do* ‘OAr2)( ( - I,I)) > c, > 0 
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for some constant C, depending on A but independent of 1. Therefore 
o(‘,~‘*)(E) > 0 when 1 is sufficiently small. This extends to Bore1 sets by 
standard arguments. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS OF AN OPERATOR 
On t = T(X), we assume that A G sup jr”1 < + 00, denote 
m Y) = Nx, e); Y, $Y)), 
and define for g E L,(R), 1 <p < co, 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4. For ge L, (1 <p< co), 
II WI, G C(P)(A +A*) II&, 
where C(p) is a constant depending only on p. Thus, for each p, 1 cp < co, 
there is a number A,, > 0 so that whenever A < A,, the integral equation 
f+Tf=g 
admits a solution f = g - Tg + T*g - T’g + ‘. ‘, and 
Ilf Ilp d 2 ll8llp. 
Moreover, T is of weak type (1, l), with weak norm O(A + A2). 
The following elementary lemma is needed; the proof is left to the reader. 
Here, we let 2 = {x: r’(x) = O}. 
LEMMA 1. R \ Z is composed of countably many closed intervals F,, with 
mutually disjoint interiors, such that on each F,, 
‘<A IFnI 1 
6 
-<--; 
Id 4 (2.1) 
whenever F,,, n F,, # 0 and x E F,,, , y E F,, we have 
3 G lF,l/lF,nl G $3 
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and 
2 z’(x) 3 -G-----G- 
3 r’(y) 2’ (2.2) 
We shall use c, C, and C,, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . to denote absolute constants; the 
values of the C,‘s are fixed and the values of c and C may vary from line 
to line. The fact that x’ePX < r’e-’ for x > 0 is frequently used. 
Before proving Theorem 4, we shall define a kernel H(x, y) which 
dominates IK(x, y)l. Corresponding to t, we choose and fix {F,} according 
to the above lemma. For x E 2, let Z(x) = {x}; for x E R \ 2, let F,(,, be one 
of the intervals from {F,} that contains x and let Z(x) be the union of F,(x) 
and its two neighboring intervals in {F,,}. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
b’(x) - T’(Y)1 G $ b’b)l for XER\Z and YWX) (2.3) 
and that 
o < c < A I4x)l -<C<co for x~lw\Z. 
b’b)l 
(2.4) 
Define 
1 
0, if x=y 
fk Y)’ GA Ityx)13/2 Ixeyl I/2 e-lx-Yl/71r'wl, for xER\Z, yEI 
c COA I+) - a11 Ix-A3 ’ for xER, yElR\Z(x), 
(2.5) 
where Co is a suitable absolute constant. 
We note that K(x, y) = 0 when r(x) < z(y), and that 
CA Ix-y12 
when r(x) > r(y). 
Thus 
IK(x, y)l < CA I+) - e)l . 
Ix-Y13 
when x#y. (2.6) 
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If XE R\Z and YEI we deduce from (2.2), (2.3) 
theorem that 
and the mean-value 
I&, Y)l& (X-Y)’ 
J47( ((l/4) b’(x)l Ix-Yl)3’2 
e-(x-Y)*/717’w Ix-J4 
= l,,;l3,2 tx- y)1/*e--x--yl/71r’(x)(. 
This majorant attains a maximum when Ix- yl = C [7’(x)] and that 
maximum is CA Iz’(x)l -l. It decreases away from these extrema, with 
integral CA. Therefore, if Co is chosen propertly, we have 
I&x, Y)l G w> Y). 
For gELp, 1 <p< cc, we denote 
Gg(x)=~m w, Y) t?(Y) dY* --a, 
(2.7) 
Given a locally integrable function f on R, we denote by 
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function [S, p. 761, M”+ ‘f(x) = 
M(Wf)(x), and by 
the “sharp” maximal function [S, p. 2003. We shall derive Theorem 4 from 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. For ge Lp, 1 <p< co, 
M#TT, g(x) < C(A + A2)M4g(x), 
and 
II~0gll,~~C(p)(~ +4 llgllp. 
Moreover To is of weak type (1, 1) with weak norm O(A + A*). 
To prove Proposition 1 we need only consider nonnegative functions g, 
so that 0 < T,g< + co. The estimation of T, g and T2 g, which appears 
presently, shows that T, < + cc a.e. and T,, g is locally integrable. 
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Fix an interval J, let I= 25 (Z and J are concentric and 111 = 2 1 JI), and 
let 
T, g(x)= j ffb-9 Y) g(Y) dY? 
InI 
and T3 g(x) = SW,, H(x, y) g(y) dy. It follows from the observations on 
H(x, y) when YEI that 
T, g(x) 6 CAMg(x). U-8) 
To estimate T, g, we calculate Ir(x) - r(y)] using Lemma 1. We denote 
by x, the center of F, and let a, = 1 F,I. Fix x E R and y E R\Z(x), and let 
Z x,y be the interval [x, y] if x<y, or [y,x] if y<x. Then Z,,,\Zs 
W u FE(,) u U.x.Elr.y r;,, where Fncyj is the interval in {F,} that contains 
Y if y4-T and Fncy) = @ if y E Z. When ~4 2, we obtain from Lemma 1 
that IY-x~~~,I < I~‘(y)ll~~(l~‘(x)l+ I~‘(~)-~‘(y)l)lA~l~‘(~)l/~+ Ix-14 G 
Ca +,+ Ix-y] 6C, Ix-yl. Therefore 
where C’ is summed over those k’s such that 0 < (x - xk)/(x -y) < C,, or 
k = n(x). 
Let r”= CiZ and I”= lOC:Z be intervals concentric to Z with lengths as 
indicated. Then 
T,g(x)<CA2j any, > c~“,,) C’ 4 Ix -Yl -3 g(y) dY 
cc 
<CA2 1 a: g(y) 
XkE7 s - 00 a&)+ lx-xk13+ I,-y13dy 
<CA2 1 4&w . 
X&~:(X)+ lx--ki2’ 
the last inequality follows from an inequality of Hardy and Littlewood [4; 
p. 621. We note that for a fixed Fk, uncxj = ak if x E Fk. Hence 
s akMdx) dx,c j Mg( x) dx < C inf M’g, Fk ai(,) + Ix - xkl 2 ak Fk Fk 
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< inf 
s 
~GQ(x) dx < 
lz--ki<ak/4 ix--zl>ak/4 Ix-# ‘,i--fr::ak,4 cM2g(z). 
We deduce from the above three estimates and an inequality of Hardy and 
Littlewood [4; p. 621 that 
4 &r(x) 
r”, ~2g(x)dx~CA2~~~~~jJmLI:i,)+,X-xX*12dX - 
<CA2 1 uk inf M2g(4 
XkEJ iz--kiCak/4 
<CA2 
s I 
M2g(z) dz < CA2 IJI i:f M3g. (2.9) 
This shows, incidentally, that T, g < + co almost everywhere. 
We have now to estimate T3 g(x). Using the kernel H(x, y) as it stands 
would present annoying complications, so we shall replace it with one that 
is smoother. 
Let cp be a function of class C’(R), cp = 1 for t < 5, cp = 0 for t > 8, 
0~ -cp’< 1. For x#y let 
r(x, y)=rp(R’ 121) I+)-z(y)1 lx-~l-~. 
LEMMA 2. On the region x # y, 
lvrl <CA Ix-~I-~. 
Proof 
3 b(x) - T(Y)1 ~ 3 b(x) - T(Y)1 + b’b)l 
ax lx-y13 Ix-Y14 Ix-Y13’ 
NOW IT(X)--t(y)1 < /z'(x)1 Ix-y1 +A Ix-y12. Since VT=0 unless 
Ir’(x)l <8A IX -~1, we use this condition to obtain an upper bound 
CA IX- yl -2. The same is valid for (alay) I?(x) - r(y)l/lx-yl, since 
[z’(x) - r’( y)l <A Ix- yl. Moreover, 
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The partial derivative is zero except when Ir’(x)l <8A (x-yl, so the 
estimate C Ix - yl -’ is valid in any case; (a/ay)cp( .) is slightly simpler to 
estimate. The inequality Ir’(x)l <8A lx-y1 implies IT(X) - r(y)1 < I?(x)1 
Ix--A + A Ix-A* < 8A Ix-A2 + A Ix-y12 or lr(x)--r(y)~/lx-y13~ 
CA Ix-y1 -‘. Combining this with the estimates above, we complete the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
In calculating integrals s Z’(x, y) g(y) dy it will be convenient to neglect 
the region ly-xl < lr’(x)l/A. To justify this we recall that Z(x, y) =0 
unless Ic’(x)l <8A lx - yl. That inequality implies 
W)-$Y)l GIOx)l IX-Y1 +‘4 lx-y12<9A lx--y12, 
f(x, y) < 9A Ix -yl -‘. 
On the domain (r’(x)l/8A < ly - xl < lr’(x)l/A we have Z(x, y) < 
CA* lr’(x)l -l, so the contribution is CAMg(x). 
Our intention is to replace T3 g(x) = SRiI H(x, Y) g(y) dy with 
T4 g(x) = JRiI GAG, y) g(y) dy. Now Wx, Y) = GJW, Y) unless 
[r’(x)/ > 5A lx-yl, and that implies that YEI( From this we find that 
I T3 g(x) - T4 &)I G CL4 + A21 w?(x). (2.10) 
In T4 only the values of g on R\Z occur, so we can replace Mg(x) by 
inf, Mg. 
Let X be the midpoint of .Z; we have 
<CA2 IJl j Iy-.?-2g(y)dy<CA2infMg. 
R\I J 
Adding the estimates (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10), we obtain 
s J IT,,g(x)-T4g(l)l dx<C(A+A2) I.Zl iyfM3g. 
Thus, 
I 3 IT~g(X)-(Tog)Jl dx<C(A+A*) IJI ir$M3g, 
where (T, g)J is the average of T,, g over J. This shows that 
M#T,,g(x)<C(A+A2)M3g(x). 
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By the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem [4; p. 51, we deduce that 
M”T,,ge L* and 
II~“Togllp~ C(PM +A2) Ilgllp. 
From a theorem of John and Nirenberg on “sharp” maximal functions 
([ 1, p. 4231 or [S; p. 209]), we deduce that To g - (To g), is in weak-L* for 
any finite interval I; moreover, on each interval Z 
ITog- (Tog)rllweaw~ C(P)@ +A2) lltdlp. 
From this it is easy to conclude that there is a constant A(g) such that 
lITok) - %)ll weakLP G C(p)@ + AZ) ~~g~~, 
on IX If g has compact support, then g vanishes at + co, whence I(g) = 0; 
and then A(g) = 0 for all g in L* by monotone convergence. 
Interpolating in the usual way, we see that To is bounded in each L* 
(1 <p-c cc), with norm C(p)(A +A2), in particular in L2, with norm 
C(2)(A + A2). In fact, To is of weak-type (1, l), with weak norm 
O(A + AZ). 
The proof of this weak-type inequality is quite classical (see, e.g., [4, 
p. 311). It is based on the bound in L2, the bound 
the inequality ) (alay) T(x, y)l < CA Ix - yl -2, and the Calderbn-Zygmund 
decomposition of g into a good part in L2 and a bad part with a cancella- 
tion property. (For the proof of the bound in L2, we used the inequality 
l(Wx) W, y)l G CA lx-YI -2.) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1 and thus Theorem 4. 
3. NONTANGENTIAL MAXIMAL FUNCTION 
Given f E L,, 1 <p < co, define 
4x9 f) = lR IHX, c Y, dY))l f(Y) 45 
and recall that A = sup I$‘( < + co. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Given B, > A/2, B, > maxi 1 + B,, 16A}, the nontangen- 
tial maximal function NV = NB,,*? v satisfies 
IINvll, G Z’(P) llfll, when l<p<co; (3.1) 
for every cI > 0, 
a(~: NV(X) > a} <i llfll, when p=l. (3.1)’ 
In fact, 
IWx,)l f 2’WbJ + ~oS(x,), (3.2) 
where 2; is a constant depending polynomially on A, B;‘, B,, (1 - A/2B,)-’ 
1 + 2B,/A, and c(p) is a constant depending also onp. 
We need the following estimation of K: 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that z(O) = 0, t > Ax*/2, 1 y-x/21 > (i+ a) 1x1 for 
some a > 0, and that 7(y) < t. Then 
IW, t; Y, T(Y)) - K(O>Y)I 
+$ ((1 +A)t+ I+)l I4 +A I4 Ivl>. 
Proof. We note that 1x1 < I y//a, and that (a/(1 + a)) I y1 < I y -xX( < 
((1 +a)/a) lyl. If r(y)>O, then K(0, y)=O and 
IK(x> t; Y, ~Y))I 
<C(t-z(x)+,4 Ix-y12)(t-~(y))-3~2e~(X-Y)2/4(f-rf(y)) 
t-W+A(t-(~1) 
Ix-y13 Ix-Y13 
If z(y) < 0, K(0, y) # 0, we have 
S = ,/% IK(x, t; Y, T(Y)) - W4 ~11 
t-z(x) 
G(t-T(y))3’2e 
~(X-Y)*/4(t--(Y))+ It(x)-z(y)-~‘(y)(x-y)l 
.I(t-r(y))-3’2e -(~-~)~/4(r-r(~))~(-~(~))-3/2~-(x-Y)~/-4r(y)~ 
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+ e)--z(Y)-T’(Y)(x-Y) (e-(x-Y)2/-4r(Y)_e-YZ/-4r(Y), 
(-dY))3’2 
f I(T(X)--z(Y)-T’(Y)(X-Y))-(--t(y)-T’(Y)(-Y))l 
x (-T(y))-3/*e-~21-47(~), 
Applying the mean-value theorem to the variables t, x, and x, respectively, 
in the three differences on the right side of the above inequality we obtain 
S<Ct-w -+ CA Ix-y12 t
’ Ix-Y13 ( 
Ix-VI2 1 c17/2+c15/2 e-(x-Ys/4u 
1 
+CA (x-y/2 (-z(y))-3/2 (XI E2&(~-ys4T(yi 
+ c 1x1 IT’(i)-t’(y)/ ( -T(y))-3’*e-yZ’-4’(y), 
where -r(y) < c1< t - z(y), and X and .? are between 0 and x. Thus 
t 
~~clx-y13+c 
b’(O)l I4 +A lx12 
Ix-Y13 
t 
+cA ,x-y,3+ 
CA 1x1 I-u-YI’+ cA ,x, I-f-y1 
FYI4 
3 
Y 
4c~~~~)4{(~+A)f+lr'(0)l Ixl+Al~l~+AIxl Iyl}. 
This proves Lemma 3. 
Proof of Proposition 2. The conclusions (3.1) and (3.1)’ follow from 
(3.2), Proposition 1, and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem [4;p. 51. 
To prove (3.2), we assume, as we may, that f 20 and that 
(x0, GJ) = 640). 
We shall use 2; to denote constants depending polynomially on the 
factors mentioned in Proposition 2. The exact value of c may vary from 
line to line. 
The proof is elementary but tedious, because we need to isolate the situa- 
tions where t or m lyl or Ay* is the major term in t - r(y) for estimating K. 
First, we assume that r’(0) = 0, and let (x, t) E r(O), and choose E so that 
(1 + E)2 
l--E 
=min (3.3) 
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If IyI G(l +s) &%, then Ir(y)I <((A/2)(1 +s)‘(t/Br)<(l -s)t, and thus 
&t<t-r(y)<(2-s)t; therefore, 
We have 
s lYla(l+E)JGi 
IKt:(x, t; y, z(y))1 f(y) dy < CE-~‘~B;“~M~-(O). 
If Iyl>(l+s)JK, then lyl>(l+s)Ix(. From Lemma3 we deduce 
that 
Thus (3.2) follows when z’(O) = 0. 
The argument for r’(O) ~0 follows that for r’(O) >O with natural 
modifications. Therefore it remains to consider the case that r’(O) > 0. 
Let r’(0) = m > 0, and (x, t) E r(O). We write x = -fi for some B, 
B, < B < B,, and note that for r(y) < t 
1 ax, t; Y, $Y)) = - 
J4?r 
t-~(Y)-~‘(Y)(~+Y)e-(~+yr’,4(r~(yr, (34) 
(t - $YN3’2 
. . 
Case I. t am2fB2. Again we choose E as in (3.3) and let 
Y3 = R\( Y, u Y2). 
In Y,, we have z(y)<-m(l-~)m+(A/2)(1+&)~(f/B); thus 
t - z(y) 2 (1 - (A/2B)( 1 + s)‘) t 2 .sr. For y E Y,, we have r(y) < 
my + (A/2)( 1 - E)~ (t/B) G Et + (A/2B,)( 1 - &)2 t; thus t - t(y) 2 (1 - E - 
(APBi)( 1 - E)*)t 2 &t/2. Therefore when y E Y, u Y, and r(y) c t, we have 
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Hence 
In Y3, ( y + mI > (42) (~1. It follows from Lemma 3 and t > m2/B, 
that 
s Kk t; Y, hJ))l f(Y) 4 
y3 
< CT,f(O) + C(l + A) 
E4 s i(r+m&+~l+W& IYI >Qm IA 
< CT,f(O) + 
C(l+A) 
2 
B;l’B;“‘Mf (0). 
Therefore (3.2) holds when t > m’/B,. 
Case II. t < m2JB2. We note that 
$~-2&<2&< -& and ;<2&<;. 
Let Zj be intervals defined as follows: 
z- 2tm 
‘- m’2A ’ [ 1 
And denote 
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We note that z’(y)=m+z”(j)y for some j, ljl < 1~1. Hence 
m 
when IYI <s; 
and we also note that r(y) = my + (z”(j)/2) y2 for some j, 1 jI < 1 yl. Hence 
b(Y)I G t/2 in Z,, 
’ mlyl t--(y)at+m lyl -+a1 inZ,uZ,uZ,, (3.5) 
and 
Ay2 t-z(y)dt+m IyI+2<5m IyI inZ,uZ,uZ,, (3.6) 
T(y)bi(my+my-A’y)>yat in Z,. 
In Z,, IyJ>m/ZA>2m=2 1x1. Applying Lemma3 with a=2 and 
using t < m’/B,, we obtain 
L,<T,f(O)+C(A+l)/ 
IYI >mPA 
-cg+g)/(y)dy 
< T,f(O) + C( 1 + A2)Mf(0). 
By axb, we mean O<c<a/b<C< +co. 
In Z,, I,,@+ yl x I yl. It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
c 
IW, t; Y, ~(~11 G p e 
c 
--L’lyllm =- c IYI 
rn’7’ ( > 
where q(z) =~-l’~e-‘. Since JF q(z) dz < co, and cp is monotone, we 
deduce from an inequality of Hardy and Littlewood [4; p. 621 that 
L2 < CMf( 0). 
In Z,, l,/$+yl<lyl and t-$y)wm 1~1. Using the assumption 
t < m2/B2, we obtain 
c CB114 
IW, 6 Y, r(y))1 G-6- 
lmyl ‘I2 m’/2t’/4’ 
Therefore 
L, < CB;‘/4B,“4A4f (0). 
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In Z4, [@+y( o&% and t-r(y)wm Jy(. Hence 
where @(z =~-~/~e-“‘. Since II/ <min(l, z-“‘} and the length of Z, is at 
k most C B/t, we deduce from the inequality of Hardy and Littlewood 
above that L, < CMf(0). 
In Z5, Ifi + yl z m and t - r(y) 2 t/2. Using t < m2/B2 again, we 
obtain 
IW, t; Y, T(Y))l Gc($+g)+g. 
Thus Ls < (CIJB,) MYf(O). 
In Z6, l&P+yl x&E and we deduce from t < m2/B2 that 
Hence L, 6 CB2 Mf(0). 
In Z,, r(y) 2 t, and thus K(x, t; y, r(y)) = 0. Hence L, = 0. 
We deduce (3.2) from the estimations of Lj (1 <j 6 7). This completes 
the proof of Proposition 2. 
4. NONTANGENTIAL LIMITS 
Given f o L,, ( 1 <p c cc ) and (x, t) E Sz, for convenience, we denote by 
Tf(x, t) the integral in (0.2). We also denote by W(x, t; y, s) the fundamen- 
tal soution of the heat equation, i.e., 
TX, t; y, s) = 
i 
J4n:t-s)e-I~-ylz/41r-~), t>s 
0, t < s. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f = ~~~~~~~~~ Assume that x0 #a, b. Then 
lim Tf (x, t) =f (xo) + (Tf 1(x,, I), 
(x,t) - (xo*r(xo)) 
(4.1) 
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when z’(x,,) # 0; and the nontangential limit (Tf )*(x0) exists and satisfies 
(V-)*W =f(xo) + (T/-)(x,, hd) (4.2) 
when z’(x,,) = t”(x,) = 0. 
Proof. At a point x,, with r’(xO) #O, (4.1) is practically proved in [2; 
Lemma 73 with some necessary detail supplied by Lemma 3. 
Next, consider x0 with r’(x,) = T”(x~) = 0; we assume, as we may, that 
(x0, ~(x,,)) = (0,O). Therefore 
and 
T(Y) =Y*NY) with a(y) +O as y-0, 
eY)=Ys(Y) with j?(y)+0 as y-+0. 
Fix N> 0, and a point (x, t) E r(O) s r,,,(O). When -N m < y < 
Nm we have t-r(y)=t-t(N2/B,)or((N/&)fi)=t(l-o(1)) as 
t + 0, z’(y) = o( 1) ,ff as t + 0; hence 
K(x, t; y, eC(x-y)2/4’(1+o(1)) 
1+0(l) 1 =Tt’lZ [e-‘~-y’2/4~+0(~)e-(x-y)2/8r] 
vf- 
+o(+2!e-(x-~~48r 
t 
= W(x, t; y, 0) + o( 1) J- eC(X:y)2/8r 
Jt 
+o(~)Ix-yIe-~x-y)48t 
t 
From this and Lemma 3, we deduce that 
TAX, t)=jm W, c Y, T(Y))~(Y) dy 
-co 
= 
I wx, 4 Y, 0) IYI < Nfi 
+o(l) --$+~)e-(X~Y)2~8,)/(y)dy 
( 
+ 
IYI 3 NJ% 
K(O, y)+C(I+A)(~+~)}f(Y)dy. 
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As (x, t) + (0,O) in r(O), 
where E(N) --, 0 as N+ co. From this, (4.2) follows. 
Remark. In general, (4.2) need not be true at a point where r’(xJ = 0 
but r”(x,)#O. In fact let A >O, r(x)=Ax2, f=~(~~,i), and x,=0. Then 
f(0) = 0 and Tf(0, 0) = 0. However, for 0 < t < A 
Tf(0, t) = * jr; (t y+$‘-’ e-y2’4(t- @) dy 
=ki- m 00 1 1+Az2e  2Az2 --22,4 dz, 
where z = ,/m. Cl ear y tm, _ 0 Tf(0, t) # 1 when A > 0. 1 1’ 
Since the functions ~~~~~~~~ span a dense subspace of L, (1 <p < co), 
it follows from Propositions 2 and 3 that relations (4.1), (4.2) are true a.e. 
for any f~ L, regardless of the size of A = sup jr”1. Thus we complete the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3 follows from Theorems 2 and 4. 
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